
How Synzi is Redefining Telehealth With 

A Cutting Edge Communication Platform

With a simple click, 
your organization is 

able to reach needed 
resources on-demand 
via our cutting edge 

communication
platform.

With Synzi’s cutting edge communications 

platform, healthcare organizations can expand the 

application of existing equipment and devices in 

order to activate and use our virtual care solutions. 

We enhance your organization’s capabilities by 
providing access to on-call resources and bring 

timely care to your patient’s bedside via video.  
With a simple click, your team is able to reach 

needed resources (interpreters, specialists, 

additional staff, pharmacists, and/or interpreters) 

from anywhere, at any time, and on any device.

Learn how our virtual care solutions are innovative and impactful.
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Integrated With Your Devices

Our virtual care solutions are designed to integrate with commodity devices and 

leverage technology you already have on-hand, including your medical staff’s 
smartphones, tablets, and laptops.  Our communication platform allows 

healthcare customers to leverage their investments in equipment and devices 

which are already in use.  

Creating Value By Leveraging 

Existing Equipment and Workflows

Healthcare organizations are already equipped for our virtual care solutions.
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Insightful Applications

Reports can be generated to show utilization and opportunities to impact your 

organization’s productivity goals and staffing plans.  Our virtual care solutions 
can quickly scale and be applied throughout all departments, facilities, and 

locations.  Virtual consults, virtual visits, and virtual meetings can be facilitated 

through our platform.

Configured to Your Workflow

We configure the platform to automate your workflow, thus enhancing your 

organization’s processes vs. introducing a disruptive new process. You can 
enable provider rotation for quality of care, revenue distribution, and cost 

management as our intelligent call progression routes calls automatically based 

on your priorities.

Technology is advancing, impacting the way we live and presenting new opportunities to 

improve the delivery of healthcare.  Synzi leverages these innovations every day, developing 

state-of-the-art solutions that make it possible for healthcare professionals to do what they 

do, only better. 

We enable better performance for healthcare organizations, better access for patients, and 

better outcomes for all.  Our goal is to continuously improve our platform and future-proof 

offerings that simplify complexity and inspire positive change among healthcare 

professionals and in the lives of patients.

To learn more, visit our website at:

www.synzi.com


